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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider solutions to the system of equations 
for x E R and t > 0. After a suitable change of variables, this system 
corresponds to a model proposed by Boussinesq for the propagation of 
surface waves; for further information, the reader should refer to (21, [3], [4; 
p. 4661. The initial-value problem concerns the existence of solutions to 
(l.lt(1.2) with @(t, x), u(r, x)) converging to @O(x), U”(X)) as t-, 0, where 
(PO, u”) is prescribed. 
In [3] Schonbek proved the existence of a certain weak solution to this 
initial-value problem, but the expected smoothness and uniqueness of the 
solution was not found. The key step in [3] was to consider the parabolic 
regularization of (1. l)--( 1.2) 
Pt + u, + (w>, = &P,,, (1.3) 
zf, + PI + uu, - U,,f = 0: (1.4) 
where E > 0. For suitable initial data, this system has a unique, smooth 
solution @,(t, x), u,(t, x)) defined for all (t, x) E [O, oc, j x (-co, co). We not< 
[3, Lemma 2.11 that 1 + p”(x) > 0, x E R, ensures that 1 + p,(t, x) > 0 for al’ 
t&x) E 10, co) x (- co, co). (This follows upon setting w(& x) = 1 + p&t, x; 
and noting that of + (wu), = EW,,, whence w(t, X) > 0 by the maximun 
principle for parabolic equations.) The quantity 1 + p denotes the height 01 
the free surface above the bottom, and so 1 + p”(x) > 0 is a physically 
relevant assumption. With this estimate, it then follows [3, Theorem 3.1 
from (1.3 j(1.4) that 
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-00 
+ I a@,(t, x)) dx < const, t> 0, (1.5) -m 
where 
1 +p’ 
@)=(l +p)log - ( ) 1+p to-P, 
and the constant is independent of E and t. Since p, ji > - 1, the function a@) 
is a nonnegative, convex function on (-1, co). The bound in (1.5) allows one 
to let E + 0, and this gives the weak solution @, u) of [3]. (We shall refer to 
this solution as the “limiting” solution.) This solution satisfies (1.5), and so 
has the regularity implied by it. The purpose of this paper is to show that if 
the initial data are smooth, then so is the solution (p, u) constructed above; 
more precisely, we shall prove 
THEOREM 1.1. Let p and ii be given constants, and let 
p”(x)--p,u’(x)--EC?(R) with p’(.u)>-1, xER. If T>O and j,Z 
denote nonnegative integers, then 
(4 lW~@,(t~ 4 -P)ILIcRj5 PZ@,(t, 4 - 4r,cRj < cons4 (1.6) 
and the constant depends only on T,j, and I. 
(b) The limiting solution @, u) satisfies (1.6), and @(t, x), zt(t, x)) is 
inflnitefy differentiable on [0, co) x (-a~ co). 
(cl 0’ @, u> and (4 ) v are smooth solutions of (l.lb( 1.2) with the 
same initial data, then (p, u) s (A, v). 
The uniqueness result in (c) will be proved in Section 3, where the precise 
meaning of “smooth” will be given. After (a) has been proved, it follows by 
the Sobolev embedding theorems that a suitable subsequence of (@,, uJ} 
converges on compact subsets of [0, co) x (-co, co) to a smooth solution 
@, u) of the initial-value problem for (1.1~(1.2). Theorem 1.1 (c) then 
ensures the convergence of the whole sequence. Theorem 1.1 has a number of 
generalizations which we shall not prove in this paper. For example, if the 
hypothesis that p” -P; no - U E CT is replaced by an assumption of suitable 
(finite) differentiability and decay at infinity, then a priori bounds can be 
found for suitable derivatives of pE -p and U, - E. 
In the absence of a dispersive term u,,~ in (1.1) or (1.3), one cannot 
expect a result like Theorem 1.1. Indeed, it is this term plus the a priori 
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lower bound pE > -1 which enables us to prove the theorem. The presence of 
a dispersive term in certain nonlinear wave equations [l] is crucial to the 
existence of smooth, global solutions. 
2. ESTIMATES INDEPENDENT OF E 
2.1. Preliminary Formulae 
Throughout this section, we shall assume that the initial data satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1.1: p”(x) - p, u”(x) - U E C,“(R) for some 
constants 0 and ti. In addition, p”(x) > -1 for all x E R. Equations 
(1.3)-(1.4) may be rewritten as 
4 + 12, + [@’ + PW + 31, = Gx,. (2.1) 
zi, + P; f (u’ + 27) 22, - u’,,, = 0, (2.2) 
where p’=p -p and ti= u - ii. The first equation may be rewritten by using 
the fundamental solution of the heat equation: 
bcr, x) = ix G(t, x - z)@“(z) - /7) dz 
. -32 
.t cc 
- 
!I 
(C-t @‘+ji)(zi+ ii)} G,(t-s,x-z)dzds, (2.3) 
0 -cc’ 
where 
Equation (2.2) may be rewritten as 
(1 - 8,,) u’, = -a,@- + S/2 + zz), 
which leads to 
zi,(t, s) = - $ -jr e-l” -‘I dZ@- + 2?/2 + z.Z) dz 
02 
and 
qt, x) = u”(x) - 27 + (.? fK K(x - z)tj + z.Z2,‘2 + zzii dzds, (2.4) 
.’ 0 ” ~~ a 
where 
K(x) = + sgn(x) exp(--/ xl). 
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A simple argument using the contraction mapping principle [3, p. 3281 
ensures that (2.3)-(2.4) has a unique solution @“,, zIJ defined on 
[0, 7’) x (-co, co), where T depends initially on E. Crude a priori bounds 
then show that T may be taken to be infinite. Classical regularity theory 
proves that p’,, zic E P’([O, co) x R), and straightforward estimates give 
IoJ;Di-P,(t, 91r.,cRjq ID”;% U 91L2~R~ G const, (2.5) 
for all t E [0, T] where T is arbitrary and the constants depend onj, Z, T, and 
E. The crude estimates one first uses to prove (2.5) show that the constants 
blow up like an inverse power of E. The purpose of this paper is to show that 
the constants in (2.5) can be taken to be independent of E. 
The assumption that p”(x) > -1, xE R, gives [3, Lemma 2.11 
p,(t, x) > -1 for all (t, x). Multiplying (1.3)-( 1.4) by suitable functions and 
integrating by parts yields [3, p. 3301 
+ j” 
Cc 
<zZf + (u,):) dx + jym u@J dx + E j; jr, +f$ dxds 
E 
where 
=1 -m 
’ ja {(u” - ii>’ + (u:)‘) dx +lm a@“) du, t > 0, (2.6) 
--co 
1 +P 
u@)=(l +P)l% 1 +p t ) - +p--P. (2.7) 
Since the right-hand side of (2.6) is just a constant, we have the bound (1.5). 
Furthermore, 0 is a nonnegative convex function on (-1, co) (where pXt, s) 
takes its values), and so we have an a priori bound 
I Wf, &(t, . > lL2GRj < cow t> 0, P-8) 
for j = 0 and I= 0, 1, and the constant is independent of E and 1. The 
standard estimate 
lfl :,(I0 G 2 IflLz(Iu If’ IL2W j-E H’(R), 
gives I u&t, .)]L,(R) < const, independent of E and t. 
We alSo have I d,(t. . )> IL ,cRj , < const, independent oft and E, by (2.6). The 
function o@) behaves like @ - ,E)2/2( 1 + /7) for p near to p and like p log p as 
p + co. More precisely, let M = M@- = max(lO, 2 ] p]), so that the there exist 
constants C, D, E, and F, depending only on P; such that 
o<c< 0) @-jy)’ -cD* PE (--1,m 
O<E<-$$F, P>M. 
(2.9a) 
(2.9b) 
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Set A = A (E, t) = {x: ~~(1, x) > M}. Since 
it follows that A has finite measure, independent of E and t. Equation (2.4) 
gives 
=.A +fi +A- 
Since [24,(t, .) ( L,(Rj < const, we clearly have If3(t, .)IL,,aj < const and 
Since (bc(t, .)Lz(R\J, < const, we also have 
Finally 
and 
The last two inequalities give If,(t, -)IL,(aj, < const, and combining this witk 
the results for f2 and f, yields I (u,),(& -)IL,(a,, I (u&t, -)ILz(aj < cons1 
Combining this with (2.8) gives 
I@$ E,(t, .)IL,tRj < const, j+Z< 1, (2.10 
where the constant is independent of E and t. In addition, we have the bound! 
I@. ‘)lL,W, I (ML . IL =(R) Gconst- (2.11 
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In Section 2.2, we prove (2.10) for FG when t E [0, T], and the constant 
depends on T but is independent of E. In Section 2.3, we shall combine this 
result with (2.10) to prove Theorem 1.1 (a) by induction. 
2.2. Estimates for p, 
Throughout the rest of this paper, T will denote an arbitrary positive 
number, and constants may depend on T, but will be independent of E. We 
shall restrict t to the interval [0, T]. In addition, we shall drop the E subscript 
in the proof of most lemmas and theorems. 
Equation (2.4) gives 
(u,),(t, x) = ,: ,iTJs, x) ds + u;(x) + 1; 1 (lids; -‘I)’ + zZ,(s, x) ( ds 
1 .t .a3 -lz--11 I -- 
!! 2 -0 .-me I 
,L?&, z) + (@’ ‘))’ + ~7~2 (s .)I dzds 
2 E * I 
G 
I 
’ p;(s, x) ds + F(t, x). 
0 
(2.12) 
Equations (2.10)-(2.11) and previous arguments give 
Since pe = pE -p and pE > -1, we have a lower bound of -1 -p for b,. 
The following theorem shows that an upper bound, independent of E, also 
exists. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let M be a positive integer with M> 2. Then 
(a> lp”,k . > IL,,cRj G const, 
(b) IF&, .)lL,cRj < cow 
Cc> IDS& -)lLmcRj <mm 
for all t E [0, T], and the constant depends on T, but is independent of E and 
n4. 
ProoJ Let N be a positive, odd integer. If we multiply (2.1) by p” and 
integrate over (-a~, co), there results 
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The use of (2.12) in this expression gives 
and we-now estimate these four terms. Since -p” < 1 + p, we have 
f3 G &(I +p) t fin /TV+‘. (2.15) 
72 
Equation (2.13) gives 
.‘x 
/f&i < const } $‘+I. (2.16) 
. -m 
If x > 0 and n > 1, then x’! < X” ’ ’ + x. so that 
.cr 
~f~~~(l+P3~~~~Fl~~+‘+(l+~)j~ IFIlbIGconst[ l+.[~l?‘+‘) . -cc 
by (2.13) and the arguments following (2.9). 
The use of these estimates in (2.14) gives 
for all t E [0, T], where we have used Holder’s inequality for the estimate 
< t -’ @(s, x))“’ ’ ds. 
! 0 
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The constant H in (2.17) depends on t, but is independent of E and N. If we 
set y(t) = Jh J?, p’“’ ‘, then Gronwall’s inequality yields 
1 ‘33 
Y(f) G 
H(N+ 1) 
(p”(x) -py+ d-x + H(N+ 1) exp(H(N+ 1) t), 
-m 
whence 
Y(f) “M+’ < { 1 + (p” -p(L,,+,cR,/(H(N+ l))li”‘+‘} exp(Ht) < const as N-t co. 
The use of this estimate in (2.17) yields 
FK ->I L,,cR, < const, tE (0, Tl, 
where the constant is independent of E and A4 = N + 1. This proves (a), and 
part (b) follows upon letting M -+ co. Part (c) then follows immediately from 
(2.12) and (2.13). Q.E.D. 
In the following two theorems, we consider the first x and t derivatives of 
P &* 
THEOREM 2.2. 
(4 I 4P,(ty 91LztRj G consty 
(b) IG,(t, * > lL,nt) G ConstY 
for all t E [0, T] 
ProoJ: (a) If we multiply (2.1) by pxw and integrate, there results 
1 d em -- i 
2 dt.-, 
In order to estimatef, we use Theorem 2.1(c): 
“cc 
Ifi I < const ! P:. - m 
Equations (2.12)-(2.13) and Theorem 2.1 (b) give 
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An analogous estimate holds for f3, whence 
I?, @Jt, x))’ dx ,< j” 
--ai 
(p:(x))’ dx + const ( 1 +j:.!_“, pi) . 
Part (a) follows from applying Gronwall’s inequality to this last estimate, 
The use of (a) and (2.13) in (2.12) gives (b). Q.E.D. 
The final result needed before the proof of Theorem 1.1(a) by induction is 
a bound on D,pJt, .) in L,(R). It is clear from (2.1) that it suffices to get a 
bound on D$,(t, .) in L,(R). 
THEOREM 2.3. 
ProoJ If we multiply (2.1) by P,,,~~ and integrate over (,-co, co), there 
results 
To estimate f, , we begin by differentiating (2.2): 
24 xxxt = urs + P.~, + r.4: + (~7 + U) u,,,To estimate f, , we begin by differen- 
tiating (2.2): 
whence 
I.4 XXI = G,, + 21, - 4 + (-l P,, + if 02 + (u^ + a u,,\ q; Pxx + J. 
d 0 -0 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 show that IJ(t, .)I L2CR, < const, independent of E. We 
have 
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If we integrate by parts and use (2.12) and Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, there 
results 
(2.19) 
Now 
@.&,x))~ = -2 \L5px~xx < const ( jm PL) 
Ii2 
I .x cc 
by Theorem 2.2, and the use of this in (2.19) yields 
Finally, we have 
and the arguments for f, and f, give 
The use of the estimates for f, , f2, andf, in (2.18) give 
for all t E [0, T], and Gronwall’s inequality gives the desired result. Q.E.D. 
2.3. The General Case 
Our intention is to proceed by induction; assume that 
IDiD$&, -)ILJcRj, lDjDLF&, -)ILZcRj < con% j + I< a, (2.20) 
for all t E [0, T], where the constant is allowed to depend on T and a, but 
not on E. We shall then prove that (2.20) holds for j + I = a + 1. Note that 
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Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 and (2.10) prove (2.20) for a = 1; in what follows we 
shall always take j + I > 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. loj,“D~zT,(t, .)IL2cRb, lD{Dl,’ ‘CE(t, -)ILTtRl S const, t E [O, T]. 
foralljtl<a. 
ProoJ: If we drop the E subscript, and set L’ = D$D$ = D$D:p and 
IV = D(DkC= DfDku, then (2.2) gives 
(2.21) 
Inverting the term (1 - 3:) M’, yields 
w,(t, x) =fin K(x -z) ju(f, z) + D;Df ( (zqt, z))Z 
J --or, 
2 ) + brv(t, z)[ dz. (2.22) 
Without loss of generality, we take a = j + 1 so that Leibnitz’ formula gives 
If m + k < a, then [DUDE” zZ(t, .)I L,(R, < const by hypothesis, and so the 
standard estimate 
Ifl :,ucf s 2 IflL2W If’ lL2(RP j-E H’(R), (2.23) 
ensures that / Df’D(: u’(t, e) / 
/ Dj-“D;-” qt, 
L,CR) < const when m + k < a. On the other hand, 
.)I L,CR) < const by hypothesis. It follows that the term in 
brackets in (2.22) is bounded in L,(R), independently of E, for each 
t E [0, 7’1. It is then immediate from (2.22) that / w,(t, e)I,,,R) < const. 
We now prove the same result for r~, ; Eq. (2.22) gives 
The arguments given above show that / ~l?,,(t, .)ILICRF < const. Since 
it follows that 
242 
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I ~vx(t, -1 I &CR) < 2 I ~,(O, ->ltzcR, + 2ljf I wf.&, .>I& ds < const. 
0 
This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.5. Pw+‘m *>I L2cRJ < const, t E [0, T], for aN j + I < a. 
ProoJ With the notation of the preceding lemma, Eq. (2.1) gives 
vt + (1 + p3 w, + z7vx + D#lr’ ‘(@) = EV,,. (2.24) 
If we multiply this equation by ~1~~~ and integrate over (-co, co), there results 
(2.25) 
Equation (2.21) gives ~~~~~~ = v, + S, where / S(t, .)IL,(nj < const by Lemma 
2.4. Since 
w,,(t, x) = w,,(O, x) + jf v,(s, x) ds + f S(s, x) ds, 
0 0 
it follows that 
I ~v,,(t, .>I:,,,, < const i 1 + !:im, vi) * 
(2.26) 
Hence, the first term on the right of (2.25) may be bounded as follows: 
.cc 
! 
1 w,, v, 1 < const 
-02 
;l+j~mv:+j~j_“mv:[. 
We now consider the other term on the right of (2.25): 
D~D~‘(ipIj = zZu,, + p’w,, + (I + 2) vxu, + ju,D{-‘02’~ 
+ jp$-‘DF+’ u + (I + 2) px u’, + Tg 
where 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
T= 
Z<mfk<a 
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Lemma 2.4 and (2.23) ensure that (@-mDUp2 -* u(& -)(L,CRj < const when 
m + k> 2 while IDyDzpI L2cRj < const by (2.20) when m + k < a. Hence, 
i rS_lv,l(TI~const(l+j~~c~). (2.29) _I 
We now consider the third to sixth terms on the right of (2.28). Theorem 
2.1 (c) gives 1 u,(t, .) IL,(R) < const, and so 
(2.30a) 
The use of Eq. (2.11) gives 
I 
00 
co --co Iu,J lju,Dj-‘D~2pl < const v: +j” 
--cc 
irn lDjf’Dil+“pl’ . 
- a; i 
(2.30b) 
Theorem 2.3(a) and (2.23) together give 1 p,(t, -)JL,(aj < const, while Lemma 
2.4 gives / w,(t, h) ILZCRj < const. Hence, 
! .O” Iv,lIpxws(<const 
(2.30~) 
-cc 
Finally, we have 
If a > 1, then (2.20) and (2.23) give (p,(t. .)lrzCRj < const while 
ID;-‘D.~‘u(t, .)J L,(R) < const by Lemma 2.4. If j + I = a = 1, then we need 
only consider the case j= 1, I= 0. Theorem 2.3(a) and (2.23) give 
I P,(h *)I L,n(R) < con& and the use of this in (2.12) yields 
lDj-‘D?2 46 .)ILmtRj = IF& -)lL,cR) < const. 
Recall that 1 p,(r, .)I L2(Rj < const by Theorem 2.3. Hence, if a > 1, then 
jix /vx((ptDj-‘Dj;f’u(~const (1 +im ~3:). (2.30d: 
-cc --co 
To complete the proof, we estimate as follows: 
<const (1 +jyx,v:+j: i”,vr) (2.3Oe 
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by (2.26). The use of (2.27), (2.29), and (2.30) in (2.25) yields 
for all t E [0, T]. Define 
r(t,x)= c ID;Dfit’pl’, 
j.1 
jt/=ce 
so that summing over j and I, j + I = u, in (2.3 1) gives 
J 
.a, 
r(t, x) d-x < const ) 1 +!.I (.m r(s, x) dxds . 
-m 0. -m t 
The theorem then follows from Gronwall’s inequality. Q.E.D. 
In order to complete the inductive proof and thereby Theorem 1.1(a)? we 
need the following 
LEMMA 2.6. lD::+‘D;/gt, .>I L2cR, < const, t E [0, T], for all j + I < u. 
ProoJ Equation (2.24) and the preceding lemmas show that it suffices to 
prove that ( a,,(& .) ] L,IRj < const. If we multiply (2.24) by v,,,, and integrate 
over (-co, co), there results 
(2.32) 
We begin by estimating ~t’,,,~ ; Eq. (2.21) gives 
= L’,, + wt, + (U + ui w,, + v, (2.33) 
where 
j92 (,;)(“,‘) Dy@D(-mD;+2-k;. 
m,k=O 
O<m+k<a+l 
Lemma 2.4 gives ] Qt. .)I L,,Rj ,< const, while (2.26) and Lemma 2.5 give 
I w&3 * 1 I L2CRj < const. Equation (2.33) implies that 
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whence 
(2.34) 
The use of (2.34) allows us to bound the first term on the right of (2.32): 
To complete the proof, we need to estimate 
.I 
m 
- v,, D(Dl;’ 3 j&5’). 
-m 
The same calculations as for (2.28) yield 
DfDF3(CpT = zh,.., + p’v,,, + (I + 3) t’,,u, +jt@-‘D~ jp 
+jp,Dj-‘D.F’u + (I+ 3)pxwxx + W, (2.35) 
where 
If 2<m+k<a, then IDyDzp(t,.)/ 
while ID!-” D:3Pk ~(t, .)I 
L,(R) < const by (2.23) and Lemma 2.5, 
LzCR, < const by Lemma 2.4. When m + k = a + 1, 
the only possibilities are m =j- 2, k = I + 3, m =j- 1, k= I+ 2, and 
m = j, k = [ + 1. In all these cases, the term 1 DyDtp(t, .)jL2(n) is bounded by 
Lemma 2.5, while lu,,(h .)IL,cRl, lu,,(& .>lr,cR, . lo,.& ~)ILmcR, S cons1 b 
(2.12). It follows from these arguments that ( U’(r: -)(L2(R) < const. 
For the other terms in (2.35), we note that p, and pt are bounded in 
&(R) by (2.23) and Lemma 2.5, while (2.26) and Lemma 2.5 bound w,, 
and D{-’ 0:” u in L?(R). (To bound the latter in L,(R), set 
1~’ = D{-ID:.? ’ U, and then use (2.26) and Lemma 2.5.) Hence, it suffices to 
bound 
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Putting all of our estimates together with (2.32) yields 
for all t E [0, T]. If we proceed as at the end of Lemma 2.5 and then use 
Gronwall’s inequality, the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
3. UNIQUENESS OF SMOOTH SOLUTIONS 
We now consider the uniqueness of solutions to the initial-value problem 
for (l-1)-( 1.2). Let T > 0 be arbitrary, and assume that @, u) and (A, L’) 
satisfy (1.1~(1.2) with all derivatives of p, U, A, and u in the equation being 
continuous and bounded on [0, T] x (-co, co). Furthermore, assume that 
@(O, ->, ~(0, .>) = (W, .>, ~(0, a)> and that lu(t, a> - UILIcRJ, (u.&, . )ILIcRj, 
and IP@, 9 - PIL,cRj and similar terms for (A, v) belong to C([O, T]). There is 
no assumption that @, u) or (2, v) are “limiting” solutions in the sense of 
Section 1; that is, limits of solutions to (1.3)-(1.4). We now prove that 
(p, u) G (A, u) for all (t, X) E [0, T] x (-00, co). 
Set y=p-1 and w=u---u so that 
It follows that 
w, + y, - wxxt + uu, - vu, = 0. 
yt + U’, + up, + 24,/J - VA, - v,A = 03 
and so 
(3.2) 
Adding (3.1) and (3.2) gives 
< const ! 
.O” (Id + w: + y’) 
-co 
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for all t E [0, T]. Since ~(0, x) = w,(O, x) = y(O, xj = 0, x E R, it follows 
that @, u) - (A, v) for all (t, x) E [0, T] x (-co, a). 
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